Bernard Jones is Going Places
This book has action, adventure, magic and family.

Let’s inspire our kids to be brave, smart,
and creative when pursuing their dreams.
BERNARD JONES IS GOING PLACES is a fun middle-grade chapter
book full of action, adventure, magic, and family. This story will
teach kids the importance of being brave, creative, caring, and
responsible. Kids are sure to relate to Bernard’s natural curiosity,
imagination, and longing for independence and freedom to
explore.
This high-quality paperback book is appropriate for boys and girls
ages 8-12 who enjoy fast-paced stories with short, action-filled
chapters. It’s the right choice for kids who like books about magic,
geography, ancient legends, and mystery. It’s perfect for reluctant
readers and newly independent readers who are looking for more
challenging stories.

Benefits:
BERNARD JONES IS GOING PLACES gives a fresh take on
exploration, the power of imagination, and dreaming big. This
story will motivate kids to read, explore, experience real-life
adventures, and improve their global awareness.

What’s the story?
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The story follows the extraordinary adventure of Bernard Jones, a
brave yet overprotected small-town boy who dreams of exploring
the world someday like his grandfather, a famous globe-trotting
photographer and relic-hunter. That dream suddenly becomes
a reality when Bernard mistakenly receives a magical ancient reading chair that once belonged to 14th century
Mali Emperor Mansa Musa from his grandfather for his twelfth birthday. Controlling the mysterious old reading
chair’s secret powers with his imagination, Bernard transports himself from the boredom of his quiet bedroom
into the wildest adventure of his life. He visits all corners of the globe before he inadvertently gets entangled in a
dangerous mission to help his grandfather escape from a trio of ruthless thieves who are after the priceless magic
chair in his possession. Bernard must be courageous, responsible, and creative to save his grandfather, keep the
ancient relic safe, and get back home before his extra protective parents find out.
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